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Celebration
These Are Not Your Fairy Godmothers The debut of a wonderful new series, The
Scoop is #1 New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels's introduction to The
Godmothers, four unforgettable women who are about to get a whole new lease on
life. . .LIFE STARTS NOW Teresa "Toots" Amelia Loudenberry has crammed a great
deal of living--not to mention eight much-loved husbands--into her varied and
rewarding life. Once again single, Toots is ready to taste life again, and fate has
just handed her the perfect opportunity. . . The owner of the gossip rag where
Toots's daughter works is about to lose the paper to his gambling debts. Eager to
keep her daughter employed among the movers and shakers of Hollywood, Toots
calls on her three trusted friends--Sophie, Mavis, and Ida--to help pull some strings.
Together, they hatch a plan that proves you should never underestimate Southern
ladies of a certain age, and that each day can be a gift, if you're willing to claim it. .
. Praise for Fern Michaels and the Godmothers series "Michaels's engaging version
of the Golden Girls." --Booklist "Witty, charming, and complicated." --RT Reviews
When Toots Loudenberry relocated to Los Angeles from South Carolina to be near
her daughter, Abby, she expected to bump into the occasional celebrity. She just
never expected them to be dead. Meanwhile, Toots, Sophie, and Mavis are
concerned that the prestigious Dr. Sameer's budding romance with Ida may have
something to do with his ailing bank balance. And Abby's attempted makeover of
the celebrity magazine The Informer into the most talked-about tabloid in town
could end more than just her career. But the Godmothers wouldn't be the
Godmothers if they weren't pulling a few behind-the-scenes strings, and Abby's
hopes of changing the fortunes of The Informer are still alive. Yet it'll take an assist
from a source no one could have predicted, let alone see, to secure a story that will
shake Tinseltown to its very core. . . LEAVING LA LA LAND Teresa "Toots"
Loudenberry has a knack for finding adventure, even when she's not looking for it.
But ever since Sophie convinced her friends to start holding regular séances, life in
Los Angeles is getting a little too dramatic even for Toots's tastes. When Ida
receives a message from the beyond suggesting that her late husband was
murdered, a spooked Toots decides it's time the Godmothers left LA for her
hometown of Charleston. . . No sooner have Toots Loudenberry and her three best
friends—Sophie, Ida, and Mavis—returned from Sacramento, where Sophie
provided some much-needed psychic advice to the First Lady of California, when
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another situation demands their attention. . . Laura Leigh, a Hollywood starlet
whose main talent seems to be landing in trouble, is missing. Toots' daughter,
Abby, has both a personal and professional stake in the story. Not only is she
editor-in-chief at gossip magazine The Informer, but entertainment attorney Chris
Clay, Abby's would-be beau, was the last person seen with Laura. And now he's
missing, too. Life Is Full Of Surprises Teresa "Toots" Amelia Loudenberry has her
quirks, but no one--especially not her trusted friends Sophia, Ida, and Mavis--would
ever question her loyalty. So it's no surprise when Toots decides to extend her stay
in Charleston to help care for her ailing housekeeper.

Forget Me Not
"Fern Michaels shines," raves Publishers Weekly -- and in all of her USA Today and
New York Times bestsellers, she touches a chord with women everywhere, creating
characters that linger in the heart and mind. Now, take off on the extraordinarily
fun and inspiring adventure of an ordinary woman who takes charge of her life by
ending her disastrous marriage, losing fifty-five pounds, and getting fit -- and finds
she has gained more than she ever dreamed possible! Rosie Gardener and Vickie
Winters were best friends, closer than sisters. Partners in a successful mail-order
company, both women lived comfortably in lush Savannah, Georgia. Svelte and
single Vickie only wanted the best for her friend -- and she couldn't stay quiet
when Rosie, overweight and unable to see her own worth, fell under the spell of
Kent Bliss, a two-timing cad whose meal ticket was vulnerable Rosie. The night
before Rosie's wedding was the last time Vickie spoke to her -- to warn her about
Kent's true nature, and to quit their business before leaving for Europe. Now, on
her third wedding anniversary, Rosie realizes Vickie was right -- and that the
Porsche and other indulgences were her attempts to buy the love of a man who
only cared about himself. Fed up with his mistreatment, she vows to change her
life -- starting by kicking him out that night. The next day, she begins a diet and
exercise regime. But more life-changing news awaits: Rosie has the single winning
ticket in the Wonderball lottery -- and she's won $302 million. With Kent lurking in
the shadows to claim a share of her money, Rosie needs her friends more than
ever -- and when Vickie returns to Savannah, Rosie learns the power of
forgiveness. As she loses weight and works out under the eye of sexy personal
trainer Jack Silver, a new Rosie emerges. This pretty woman is making a fresh
start, and no one's greed or bitterness -- or even her own occasional self-doubts -will stop her from jumping into life and love with a passion she didn't know she
possessed.

Spirit of the Season
Abby Michaels is delighted as her first book is published, surgery removes a
scarring birthmark, she finds a new man, and she is reunited with her sister, but
secrets from the past and an unknown enemy could destroy her happiness.

Pretty Woman
THE HEART OF A WINNER Confined to a wheelchair after a devastating injury,
former NFL star Jake Masters has exiled himself behind the imposing gates of his
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lavish home. But his twin sister, Beth, has no intention of letting him languish there
forever. After years of failing one business after another, all bankrolled by Jake’s
generosity, she now owns a highly lucrative matchmaking service. And she’s
gifting the business to Jake—whether he likes it or not—while she follows her
dream of becoming a singer in Nashville. But Jake knows next to nothing about
matchmaking, and it’s soon clear that he needs an assistant. Enter Gracie Sweet,
whose slender frame belies a take-no-charge toughness that would put any
linebacker to shame. Gracie begins by revamping the business and soon she’s
overhauling Jake’s entire life. But when their clients become victims of theft, Gracie
and Jake must reconcile their very different outlooks if they’re to have any chance
of saving the business . . . Praise for the novels of Fern Michaels “Michaels knows
what readers expect from her and she delivers each and every time.” —RT Book
Reviews, 4 Stars, on Perfect Match “Secrets, revenge and personal redemption . . .
A tale of strong emotions and courage.” —Publishers Weekly on No Safe Secret

Up Close And Personal
#1 New York Times bestselling authors delivers readers this heart-pounding story
of a young boy and his aunt on the camping trip he’s always dreamed of…and how
quickly it turns into a nightmare. Lost In The Woods Pediatrician Lorrie Ryan has
been looking forward to camping with her seven-year-old nephew, Davey. It's a
chance to let the fragile, sheltered boy spend time away from his nervous,
overprotective parents, and have the adventure he's always wanted. But in the
lush woods, Lorrie never imagines they are not alone. . .or that their idyllic trip will
soon become a chilling nightmare of survival. . . In one terrifying moment, Davey
disappears. The local police find no trace of him, and a desperate Lorrie turns to
the one man who can help—FBI agent Stuart Sanders. Now, the hunt is on for a
child growing weaker by the minute. . .and a cruel predator whose twisted game of
cat-and-mouse has only just begun. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels
"Well-paced suspense and telling descriptions." —Library Journal "Heartbreaking,
suspenseful, and tender." —Booklist on Return to Sender "A knockout story."
—Publishers Weekly on Dear Emily "A heart-pounding thriller." —Booklist

Herbaceous Perennial Plants
A powerful, poignant novel of love, redemption, and family secrets from the
incomparable #1 New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels. . . On his thirtyfifth birthday, Jake St. Cloud inherits a fortune—and learns the whereabouts of his
mysterious half-brother. On her deathbed, Selma St. Cloud revealed that Jake had
a sibling, a product of his father's affair. At last, Jake is in a position to track down
Alex Rosario and make amends for their father's past neglect. At least, that's the
plan. When their initial meeting goes badly, a distraught Jake crashes his car and is
sentenced to community work—with Alex as his parole officer. Jake must spend a
year helping Angelica Dancer and her daughter, Fancy, at the Dancer Foundation
for neglected children. Fancy, scarred within and without by the accident that
ended her ballet career, is even less happy with the arrangement than Jake. Yet as
they're thrown together, Jake, Alex, Angelica, and Fancy make unexpected
connections. And as he unravels the painful truths of his past, Jake realizes that his
mother's greatest gift to him lies not in his inheritance, but in the future, and the
family, he's slowly piecing together. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels
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"Tirelessly inventive and entertaining."—Booklist on Up Close and Personal "Fastmoving. . .entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun."—Publishers
Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous 60,000 Words.

Tuesday's Child
In an age of unspeakable savagery and unbridled passion, forbidden love sparks
wild adventure in #1 "New York Times"-bestselling author Michaels's unforgettable
new novel.

Seasons of Her Life
Fans of RaeAnne Thayne, Lori Wilde, and Fern Michaels will delight in this beautiful
Christmas love story with a heart the size of Texas. A visit to Janet Dailey’s
Christmas Tree Ranch is the perfect kick-off to a flawless holiday season!
“Cute…The festive atmosphere and charming cast—Megan’s younger brother,
Daniel, who has Down syndrome, is especially well-developed—will draw readers
in.” —Publishers Weekly She’s all he wants for Christmas. Maybe even forever…
Conner Branch hasn’t stopping thinking about the sultry singer he spotted on stage
during last year’s Cowboy Christmas ball. So imagine his surprise when he
discovers the demure kindergarten teacher who comes home for the holidays to
Branding Iron, Texas, is the very same woman. And once he’s up close and
personal with the mesmerizing Megan, he’s downright determined to keep her by
his side for good… If only Conner Branch were simply the star struck cowboy she
once believed him to be, Megan wouldn’t have to worry about losing everything to
the rugged—and wildly romantic—rancher. With Christmas in the air, it’s a little too
easy to imagine spending the holidays, not to mention her whole life, wrapped in
Conner’s loving arms. But this songstress has hopes for a big career back in
Nashville. And no little holiday romance will ever get in the way of that. So what’s a
woman to do when she finds herself facing down a love as big and bold as Texas
itself?

The Promise
Everything She Lost If her abusive husband hadn't tried to kill her and her beloved
dog Lucie, Helen Ward might never have left her million-dollar home and run far
away. Now Helen's changed her identity and moved across the country, hopeful
that she can be safe, happy, maybe even loved. And when she meets college
professor Sam Tolliver, she begins to believe fairytales do come true. Gave Her
Everything She Ever Wanted But even with love blossoming and her new online
business venture taking off, Helen knows that the past is catching up with her. .
.and her fear is growing. Wanting to flee, desperate to get away for good, she'll
soon face the biggest decision of her life, a decision that will determine her future
and her very identity. Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels "Tirelessly inventive
and entertaining." --Booklist on Up Close and Personal "Fast-moving. .
.entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun." --Publishers Weekly on
Mr. and Miss Anonymous "Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender." --Booklist on
Return to Sender "A knockout story." --Publishers Weekly on Dear Emily
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Up Close and Personal
In this stunning novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels
conjures an unforgettable story of love, betrayal, and redemption . . . When
Reuben Tarz and Daniel Bishop met, they were hardly more than boys, brought
together by their connection to beautiful, worldly Marchioness Michelene Fonsard,
known to all as Madame Mickey. Twenty years later, Reuben is a Hollywood mogul
and Daniel has become a renowned Washington D.C. lawyer. Life has rewarded
both with riches, success, and beautiful wives, if not always contentment. Out of
the blue, an urgent telephone call from Mickey summons Daniel to France to
rescue Philippe, the son Reuben never knew existed, and bring him to America.
Philippe’s arrival will be the catalyst that changes everything—unearthing old
secrets and betrayals and forging surprising new bonds. And with each revelation
comes that rarest of gifts: a chance to learn from the sins of the past and forge a
path to happiness at last . . . “A tale of love and intrigue.” —Library Journal
“Engagingcompellingas polished as they come.” —Publishers Weekly

The Nosy Neighbor
TO DREAM A LITTLE DREAM Having left behind a bitter childhood, Ruby Connors
quickly finds that marriage is not quite the escape she imagined. Instead, as a
military wife in Washington, D.C., loneliness turns out to be her most dependable
companion. But determined to realize her faith in happiness, she raises her two
children in a nurturing, beautiful home that mirrors her resourcefulness and good
sense. It’s the perfect environment in which to bake delicious, unforgettable
cookies. After years of struggle, Mrs. Sugar’s Cookies succeeds beyond Ruby’s
wildest dreams. But closest to her heart is the memory of the man she longs for in
her soul

Final Justice
The New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author of the Sisterhood and the
Captives series delivers her signature mix of thrilling twists and relatable heroines
in this exciting novel following an independent woman driven by passion and
bound by duty in Washington, DC. Resourceful and steadfast FBI agent Quinn Star
has always relied on herself—how else could she have survived the boys club of
the Bureau or navigated the heartbreak of a thwarted affair with her boss? Today,
Quinn risks her life every day in the Secret Service as she protects the First Lady of
the United States. But unfortunately, she can’t safeguard her from the ruthless
advisors who are intent on hiding the President’s debilitating illness for their
political gain. Suspecting a conspiracy that places the fate of the President, his
wife—and the nation—on the line, Quinn whisks the First Lady out of the capital to
her South Carolina home. But are they truly safe from whoever is pulling the
strings in this lethal game? And Quinn’s fortitude is tested further when a
mysterious lover emerges from the shadows of the past

Picture Perfect
The long-awaited third edition of Allan Armitageâ€™s masterpiece on garden
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perennials was released in April of 2008. Armitageâ€™s extensive traveling,
teaching and trialing experiences provide a depth of understanding of the best
ornamental perennials for North American gardens unparalleled by any other
garden writer. One of the most definitive and conclusive books written about
perennials, the first edition was designated as one of the best 75 books written in
the last 75 years by the American Horticulture Society, and the third is even
better! The third edition of â€œThe Big Perennial Bookâ€? (as it is fondly referred
to by many practitioners) describes 3,600 species in 1224 pages. More than 300
color photos complement detailed text filled with the authorâ€™s pointed
observations of plant performance, cultivar selection and current taxonomy.
Allanâ€™s trademark wit and passion are both in abundance, making reading as
pleasurable as it is informative.

Balancing Act
This new and updated edition of Landscaping with Native Plants of Minnesota
combines the practicality of a field guide with all the basic information
homeowners need to create an effective landscape design. The plant profiles
section includes comprehensive descriptions of approximately 150 flowers, trees,
shrubs, vines, evergreens, grasses, and ferns that grew in Minnesota before
European settlement, as well as complete information on planting, maintenance,
and landscape uses for each plant. The book also includes complete information on
how to garden successfully in Minnesota’s harsh climate and how to install and
maintain an attractive, low-maintenance home landscape suitable for any lifestyle.

Sara's Song
"Another delightful and entertaining story with characters who walk off the pages
into the reader's hearttruly a winner," said Rendezvous about Jude Deveraux's An
Angel for Emily. "All sorts of clever turns and surprises. Definitely a keeperwow!"
raved the Philadelphia Inquirer. Now the beloved New York Times bestselling
author concocts a charming, piquant tale about a take-charge businessman and a
daffy but wise young widow, the special bonds of brotherhood, and the eternal love
between mother and child, all set in a small Kentucky town during Christmas, the
season of The Blessing When wealthy, hard-driving corporate genius Jason Wilding
reluctantly takes a break from his business and his husband-hunting girlfriends for
a Christmas visit to his hometown in Abernathy, Kentucky, he has no idea what his
physician brother, David, has in store for him. It seems that Amy Thompkins, a
whimsical young widow with definite artistic talent, has captured David's heart, but
courting her with a demanding baby in tow has been difficult. In order to pursue
her, he persuades Jason to move into her home and take care of her spoiled but
adorable son, Max, for a week. For a fiercely efficient CEO, it's an impossible scene:
a falling-down old house; buckets on the dining room floor to catch the rain; a
widow living on next to nothing, with no marketable skills. But Amy's joy for life,
her love for her son, and her sparkling humor are irresistible -- and tiny Max adores
Jason beyond reason. Soon, Jason sees Amy and her future as a prime target for his
strategic planning. Importing his private chef to prepare the little one's food and
buying a baby store so that his mother can get real bargains are just the
beginning. Because enigmatic Jason is thawing -- the tender feelings and longing
he has buried for years are begging to be heard. And when he smiles, Amy is
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reminded of a Mount Rushmore monument finally cracking up -- in the best
possible way. The mutual attraction is glowing bright, but what to do about David?
Once again, Jude Deveraux's deft hand and loving vision conjure up a novel full of
surprises and delights, in a story that will warm all our hearts and make us believe
in the power of miracles, large and small. It's a tale for all seasons, and a love story
to remember always.

White Fire
Snowflakes may be an everyday, common subject, but youve never seen them like
this! A collection of amazing photography of snow crystals using a unique system
designed to take super-detailed micro images of these miniature ice masterpieces,
"The Snowflake" is an extraordinary look at a seemingly ordinary object. Author
Kenneth Libbrecht, a physics professor at Caltech and the pre-eminent snowcrystal researcher, discusses the physics and mythology of snow and how snow
crystals are made. Photographer Patricia Rasmussen presents remarkable color
micro-photography of snowflakes, and also discusses the history of snow-crystal
micro-photography as invented by farmer Wilson Bentley.

Return to Sender
After being falsely convicted more than ten years ago of murdering her wealthy
patient, nurse Sophie Lee retreats to Georgia attorney Mikala Aulani's house and
tries to evade the media frenzy that surrounds her.

Digital Talking Books Plus
One of the most acclaimed storytellers of her time, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Fern Michaels weaves unforgettable tales of love, family, friendship, and
self-discovery. Together in one volume for the first time, here are two classic
stories about following your heart--wherever it leads. . . All She Can Be Rita
Bellamy has had enviable success as an author, but it came at the expense of her
marriage. Now she's starting over in a small lakeside cottage, slowly rebuilding the
confidence that was shattered. But is the younger man next door a fun, frivolous
diversion or something much more? Free Spirit Moving to Washington D.C. to be
with Griff should be the beginning of an exciting new chapter in Dory's life. Yet
there are adjustments too, and sacrifices she never expected. And soon Dory must
weigh the price of love against everything she hoped to gain. . . Praise for Fern
Michaels and her novels "Tirelessly inventive and entertaining." --Booklist on Up
Close and Personal "Fast-moving. . .entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of
serendipitous fun." --Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous
"Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender." --Booklist on Return to Sender

Secret Santa
New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels is back with a beautiful,
bittersweet tale of two lonely people who find heart-healing love, only to be torn
from each other's arms. For everyone who loved Dear Emily, here is another
poignant Fern Michaels novels to savor--a story of love, grief, passion,
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renewal--and incredible second chances. A brilliant career and loving friends
weren't enough to heal Dr. Sara Killian's aching heart. For brief, magical moment,
world famous rock star Dallas Lord was part of her life. Then he was suddenly and
tragically taken away. But before he disappeared, Dallas gave Sara a priceless
gift--a beautiful love song written just for her. It's a legacy that will take Sara
places she'd never dreamed of--into intrigue, betrayal and deadly danger. And,
when she meets Adam Lord, Dallas's older brother, she will find herself
torn--between Adam, the most attractive and complicated man she'd ever known,
and Dallas, the man her heart won't let her forget. . .

Plain Jane
Young architect Michael Hillyard and artist Nancy McAllister are determined to get
married despite his wealthy mother's disapproval. Then, minutes before their
wedding, a terrifying accident and a cruel deception separate Michael and Nancy -perhaps forever. Each pursues a new life -- Nancy in California, Michael in New
York. But eventually nothing -- and no one -- can keep them apart as they keep
their vow never to say good-bye. From the Paperback edition.

Southern Comfort
A winter wonderland. "Angelica Shepard left New York for Christmas in Colorado to
relax and unwind--but an out-of-control snowboarder almost had her laid to rest.
When she wakes up in the hospital, all she remembers is the handsome angel who
saved her."--back cover.

Sins of the Flesh
If You Want To Win, Get The Sisterhood On Your Side The seven women of the
Sisterhood—Myra, Annie, Kathryn, Alexis, Yoko, Nikki, and Isabelle—have risked
everything in the name of justice, including their own freedom. Their most recent
mission promised to reward them with a presidential pardon and a chance to leave
their enforced exile. But before they can enjoy their prize, they’ll have to tackle a
risky new mission in the heart of Sin City. Myra and Annie’s childhood friend,
Beatrice, needs a favor. Her estranged daughter, Marble Rose, has been enjoying a
stroke of good luck at the casinos lately—the kind of luck that makes enemies of
the most powerful people in Vegas. Those people want Marble Rose stopped,
permanently. But as the Sisters investigate with the help of their ally and attorney,
Lizzie Fox, they discover a web of corruption that will pit them against their most
ruthless opponent yet. Armed with Alexis’s red bag of tricks, the ladies are about
to put a daring plan in action. They’ve never failed before, but in Vegas, there are
no sure bets—and this time, they’ll have to wager everything they hold dear Praise
for Fern Michaels and her Sisterhood novels "Delectabledeliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet, Michaels-style." —Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
Fern Michaels is the USA Today and New York Times bestselling author of Up Close
and Personal, Fool Me Once, Picture Perfect, and dozens of other novels and
novellas. There are over seventy million copies of her books in print. Fern Michaels
has built and funded several large day-care centers in her hometown, and is a
passionate animal lover who has outfitted police dogs across the country with
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special bulletproof vests. She shares her home in South Carolina with her four dogs
and a resident ghost named Mary Margaret.

Fern Michaels' Godmothers Bundle: The Scoop, Exclusive, Late
Edition, Deadline & Breaking News
A literary legend, internationally bestselling author Fern Michaels has been
cherished for over forty years for her poignant tales of love, family and resilient
women. Now she gifts readers with a special holiday standalone novel that
encapsulates the best of the holiday season: a heartwarming homecoming, a
bucolic setting, the remembrance of loved ones past and present and the
discovery of a future that, like the perfect gift, is as satisfying as it is surprising Joy
Preston misses her beloved late grandmother dearly. But when she learns the
terms of Nana's will, she's shocked--and more than a little irked. Joy moved to
Colorado years ago and is now CEO of a successful nail polish company. Her life
and career are in Denver. How can Nana have expected her to give that up, even
temporarily, to take over a bed and breakfast in North Carolina for six months? Yet
there's no denying Heart and Soul's charm, especially at holiday time. The B&B is
always elaborately decorated for the season, with themed guest rooms and
dazzling lawn displays created for the annual Parade of Homes competition. The
entire town takes part in the festivities, and soon Joy, too, is joining in the
gingerbread house contest and letting her reservations melt away. There's another
special reason for Heart and Soul's popularity. Rumor has it that, during holiday
season, guests can be reunited with the spirit of a loved one who's passed on. Joy's
skeptical, yet she feels her beloved Nana's influence all around herperhaps even
indulging in a little matchmaking between Joy and handsome estate attorney Will
Drake. A special homecoming and the glow of new beginnings will combine to
make the holiday magical

The Real Deal
If You Had Just One Wish, What Would It Be? A brilliant movie career, two adoring
husbands--none of it is enough to erase the memory of Ariel Hart's one true love.
Back when she was plain, shy Aggie Bixby, a dark-eyed young man named Felix
touched her heart. . .then vanished from her life. Now, she's about to do something
shocking and outrageous--sell her house and leave Hollywood behind. Making her
new home in the quiet town of Chula Vista, she meets Lex Sanders, a wealthy
rancher and breeder of Arabian horses. Ariel see something familiar in his
smoldering eyes--something that triggers long-buried memories of a love so pure
and so perfect, it couldn't possibly last. . . Or could it?

Mr. and Miss Anonymous
Back in college, Jane Lewis would have given anything to be like homecoming
queen Connie Bryan. Instead, she was just Plain Jane--overweight, frumpy, and
painfully shy. That was then. Today, a lovely and confident Dr. Jane Lewis has a
thriving psychotherapy practice, her own radio talk show, a beautiful old Louisiana
mansion, and her affectionate, nutty dog, Olive, to keep her company. The only
thing missing is someone to share her life. Jane has never forgotten Michael
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Sorenson, the boy she'd admired from afar in college. Now, he's inspiring her to
hope for a future together. She's also never forgotten the brutal, unsolved attack
that ended Connie Bryan's life--and haunts Jane still. Suddenly, the present collides
with the past, as she finds clues into the identities of Connie's attackers--clues that
send her into a world of risk and excitement, challenging her to become a truly
extraordinary woman. . .if she dares.

Landscaping with Native Plants of Minnesota - 2nd Edition
Kristine Kelly wonders if she can ever trust another man after her husband of
twenty years disappears with her eight-million-dollar trust fund, but then banker
Aaron Dunwoodie reveals his true feelings for her.

Fancy Dancer
Fast-moving. . .Entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.
--Publishers Weekly Hope Lies In The Past Like many college students struggling to
get by, Lily Madison and Peter Kelly help pay for tuition by making donations to a
local fertility clinic. One day they meet each other at the clinic and find they have
more in common than their mutual attraction, like the odd feeling all is not as it
seems at the clinic. But their meeting is brief and Lily and Pete go their separate
ways. Twenty years later, Pete, now a wealthy entrepreneur, sees Lily in an airport
and instantly falls for her all over again. While they enjoy their unlikely reunion, a
story on the news captures their attention: the disappearance of two teenage boys
may be linked to the fertility clinic Pete and Lily visited in college. In a shocking
twist, one of the boys looks exactly like Pete. . . "Thrilling." --Booklist "A page
turner and one of the author's best romantic suspense tales to date." --Fresh
Fiction

Hey, Good Looking
The Guest List For the first time ever, Abby Mitchell feels that the world is her
Oyster. Her first book has found a publisher, a daring new surgery promises to take
away the birthmark that mars her lovely face; and there's a new man in her life, a
man who sees beyond her flaw. . .into her heart. Best of all, though, is that Abby
has been reunited with her sister Mallory. Separated as girls after their parents
died in a double tragedy, Abby always dreamed that, one day, they would be
together again. But while two loving sisters make up for lost time, danger hides in
the shadows. Now, Abby and Mallory have planned a sumptuous party--unaware
that their gathering will include and uninvited guest who will do anything to keep
the past hidden. . .

Up Close and Personal
Christmas is the time for miracles, mayhem, and holiday romance in these
wonderful stories from four of today's most beloved authors. . . "Mister Christmas"
by Fern Michaels A week before Christmas, attorney Claire O'Brien is summoned to
Ireland to change her wealthy client's will--only to encounter resistance from his
handsome nephew. Will Claire be forced to spend the holidays up close and
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personal with her irresistible Irish nemesis? "The Yellow Rose of Christmas" by
Marie Bostwick Though Miss Velvet Tudmore wrote off romance years ago, rumor
has it she has a secret admirer. And when her surprise suitor promises to reveal
himself at the annual Christmas ball in Too Much, Texas, Velvet starts to wonder: is
it ever too late to find love? "Nightmare on Elf Street" by Laura Levine Aside from
the mortifying costume, how bad can a gig as a mall Santa's elf be? Jaine Austen
finds out when she's teamed up with the Santa from Hell. But things go from bad
to worse when he's found murdered on the job--and Jaine is a suspect. Now all she
wants for Christmas is to find the real killer. . . "Room at the Inn" by Cindy Myers
When a Rocky Mountain blizzard forces Barb and her husband to spend Christmas
in a remote Colorado cabin with their fellow travelers, Barb struggles to
cope--especially when her husband reveals troubling news. But sometimes a
holiday shake-up is all a woman needs to discover what she's truly made of. . ..

The Snowflake
Wish List
Letting Go Of The Past With a popular comic strip, card line, and children's cartoon
to her name, Lucy Brighton should be in a happy place. But the ache of a cold,
lonely childhood lingers on. Even though she still lives in the New Jersey house
where she grew up, Lucy has had little contact with her parents since they moved
to Florida five years ago. Finding Joy In The Present Then Lucy receives a call that
her parents have been killed in a car crash. While settling their affairs in Florida,
Lucy begins to realize how little she really knew about their lives. She has no way
to explain the mysterious safe in their bedroom, with its cache of fake passports,
cash, and weapons. What secrets were the Brightons keeping? Were they even
who they claimed to be? The answers will shatter everything she once believed
about her parents--and about herself. Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels
"Tirelessly inventive and entertaining." --Booklist on Up Close and Personal "Fastmoving. . .entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun." --Publishers
Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous "Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender."
--Booklist on Return to Sender "A knockout story." --Publishers Weekly on Dear
Emily

Where the Red Fern Grows
The tragic death of thirty-three-year-old Russ forces his girlfriend and wily aunts to
confront painful truths about his father's abandonment, stepmother's blackmailing
practices, and brother's unwillingness to forgive the past. By the author of The
Nosy Neighbor. Reprint.

The Guest List
Collateral Damage
Now sober, Atlanta homicide detective Patrick "Tick" Kelly, still haunted by the
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murder of his wife and children, gets an unexpected second chance at happiness
when he works with former DEA agent Kate Rush to expose a local human
trafficking ring.

The Guest List
On the anniversary of her daughter Emily's death, Sarabess, the matriarch of the
Windsor family, enlists the help of lawyer Jake Forrest to find Trinity, the daughter
she had given up for adoption, a desperate search that exposes dark secrets and
has unexpected and lasting consequences. 150,000 first printing.

Holding Out for Christmas
Lucy Baker walks away from her high-flying legal career when she successfully
defends yet another heinous criminal. Almost a year after her life-changing
decision, Lucy has never been happier. Leaving New York City for the suburbs,
tending her garden and her dog, Lucy is making future plans with her fiancé,
Jonathan St. Clair -- and getting acquainted with her neighbors, including the
handsome, exasperating one next door, Wylie Wilson. But when FBI special agents
confront Lucy with shocking revelations about her fiancé's secret double life,
everything about her husband-to-be is cast in suspicion. Recovering from a freak
accident that has left her with a heightened sense of intuition, and getting closer
than she ever dreamed to Wylie, Lucy must determine who to trust -- and fast,
before someone breaks down her defenses and targets her.

Perfect Match
This Time, The Sisterhood Might Be Their Own Worst Enemies. . . Through all their
adventures, the bond of the Sisterhood has remained steadfast and unshakeable.
But for the first time, the Sisterhood verges on falling apart when the ladies have
to choose between two difficult assignments. The first job guarantees a huge
paycheck; the second offers a presidential pardon—and a chance to finally emerge
from hiding. For the sake of their union, the gals put aside their differences and
focus on a new mission. A mysterious Washington, D.C. political operative needs
them to track down a computer hacker who has stolen a highly classified list of
fundraisers' names. With a presidential election looming, the girls soon realize the
job is a lot more dangerous than they had anticipated. Will their client come
through with his promise? And can the ladies stop fighting—and stay alive—long
enough to see it happen? Praise for Fern Michaels and her Sisterhood novels. . .
"Revenge is a dish best served with cloth napkins and floral centerpieces. . .fastpaced. . .puts poetic justice first."—Publishers Weekly on Payback "An
unforgettable story."—Rendezvous on Weekend Warriors

Mistletoe Magic
Return To Sender At seventeen, Rosalind "Lin" Townsend found herself pregnant
and alone. Her deeply religious father threw her out of the house, and Nick
Pemberton, her baby's father, refused to marry her. Yet even at the lowest point in
her life, Lin vowed to succeed on her own terms, and to give her son, Will, all the
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love and happiness she'd been denied. Nineteen years later, Lin has made good on
her promises, and Will is about to start his freshman year at NYU. But when Lin
visits New York with Will, she crosses paths with the one man she thought she'd
never see again--Nick Pemberton, now a millionaire CEO, and the man who sent
back all her letters unopened. Seeing him fills Lin with anger, and she resolves to
right the wrong he did to Will. If she succeeds, like she has with everything else,
the cost of revenge may be the loss of a bright new future. . . Praise for Fern
Michaels and her novels "Tirelessly inventive and entertaining." --Booklist on Up
Close and Personal "Fast-moving. . .entertaining. . .a roller-coaster ride of
serendipitous fun." --Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss Anonymous "A page-turner
and one of the author's best romantic suspense tales to date." --Fresh Fiction on
Mr. and Miss Anonymous

The Blessing
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond between man and man’s best
friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but two, dogs. So when he’s finally
able to save up enough money for two pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little
Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam
the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team
in the valley. Stories of their great achievements spread throughout the region,
and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s sheer will
seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these determined hunters—now
friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of despair, and that the seeds of
the future can come from the scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern
Grows A Top 100 Children’s Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A
Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million
copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New York Times Book Review “One of the
great classics of children’s literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to read this
beloved and powerfully emotional book has missed out on an important piece of
childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of
love and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of
unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling and
sentiment that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona
Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t
even go on without getting a little misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just
thinking about it.” —Time on the film adaptation

What You Wish For
On the anniversary of her daughter Emily's death, Sarabess, the matriarch of the
Windsor family, enlists the help of lawyer Jake Forrest to find Trinity, the daughter
she had given up for adoption, a desperate search that exposes dark secrets and
has unexpected and lasting consequences. 150,000 first printing.
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